ASSESSING DEI: WHY, WHAT AND HOW
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2019; 8AM-12PM

A workshop for schools beginning or retooling their assessment of diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI)

How are diversity, equity and inclusion progressing in your community? And how do you know? In this working conversation, participants will enhance their capacity to lead robust, mission-vital, formative assessment of DEI, by:

- Learning the business case: why any community that “values” diversity needs to accurately assess how their commitment is going;
- Clarifying what DEI assessment is—and isn’t;
- Reflecting on how and what their communities are currently assessing;
- Identifying effective principles of assessment, including foundation and preparation, and planning for “so now what?” after the assessment;
- Exploring exemplars of DEI assessment tools and processes;
- Understanding how they can enhance DEI assessment in their communities, for the benefit of all—not just some—students, employees and families.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
FACULTY, STAFF, HEADS/EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS, OTHER ADMINISTRATORS, AND TRUSTEES

HOSTED BY THE BAY SCHOOL OF SF
35 KEYES AVE. SAN FRANCISCO

INDIVIDUAL REGISTRATION: $200
TEAM REGISTRATION (3+ PPL): $175/EA
INCLUDES WORKSHOP MATERIALS AND BREAKFAST

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO REGISTER:
HTTPS://BLINKASSESSINGDEI.EVENTBEE.COM

BLINK CONSULTING
www.rethinkingdiversity.com